
   

 

 

 

KNCB Tapeball Rules and Regulations indoor seniors competition 2017 

LAWS 
The Laws of Cricket shall apply together with any experimental rules and conditions laid down by 
the KNCB for the recreational game in the preceding cricket season, with the exception of the 
following playing regulations:- 

1. Teams shall consist of six players each. 
2. Each match shall consist of one innings per team. 
3. Each innings shall consist of a maximum of 8 six ball overs. 
4. No bowler shall bowl more than two overs. (In the case of a bowler becoming incapacitated, the 
over shall be completed by a bowler who has not bowled 2 overs even if he bowled the preceding 
over). 
5. In order to save time all overs will be bowled from one end 
6. The interval between innings shall be as short as possible. 
7. Two batsmen shall be at the wicket at all times during an innings. In the event of a team losing 
five wickets within the permitted 8 overs, the last man shall continue batting with the fifth man out 
remaining at the wicket as a runner. 
8. When a batsman reaches a personal total of 25 he shall retire but may return to the crease in 
the event of his side being dismissed within the eight overs. Retired batsmen must return in the 
order of the retirement and take the place of the retiring or dismissed batsman. Two "live" batsman 
shall be at the wicket until such time as the fifth wicket has fallen. 
9. If the ball reaches or passes the batsman at or above shoulder height, standing in his normal 
stance, either umpire shall call and signal "no ball". No bouncers are allowed.  

RESULTS 
The team scoring the more runs in its innings shall be the winner. If the scores of both teams are 
equal, then the team losing the fewer wickets shall be the winner. If the teams are still equal, then 
each member of both teams shall bowl one ball (overarm) at a wicket (without batsman present); 
the team hitting the wicket the greater number of times shall be the winner. Hits from "no balls" 
shall not count and no extra ball shall be bowled. If the teams have the same number of hits, one 
member of each team, in the same order as before, shall have a further attempt; the first team to 
go ahead after each side has had an equal number of attempts shall be the winner. 

SCORING 
The scoring for Tapeball Cricket will be the same as the ODI Rules and Regulations. This means: 

1. A ball that is hit outside the ground with a bounce will be awarded with 4 runs. A ball that is hit 
without a bounce will be awarded with 6 runs. 
2. One run shall be scored if the batsmen complete a run.  
3. A free hit will be awarded after no balls  
4.. All extra’s count as one and will be rebowled. 



   

 

 

 

METHOD OF DISMISSAL 
Apart from the normal methods of dismissal contained in Laws of Cricket, the following variation 
shall apply:- 

(a) The last not-out batsman shall be given out if the non-striker running with him is out. 

TIE ON POINTS IN A POOL 
In the event of a tie on points in a pool, the result(s) of the match(es) between the teams involved 
will be the decisive. In the case this is still tied each member of the teams shall bowl one ball 
(overarm) at a wicket (without batsman present); the team hitting the wicket the greater number 
of times shall be the winner. Hits from "no Balls" shall not count and no extra ball shall be bowled. 
If the teams have the same number of hits, one member of each team, in the same order as 
before, shall have a further attempt; the first team to go ahead after each side has had an equal 
number of attempts shall be the winner. 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 


